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Lawsuit dismissed; judge finds rape victim lacked evidence
The lawsuit against the state of
California in connection with the
1976 rape of a former SJSU student
in the university’s 10th Street
parking garage was dismissed
yesterday due to lack of evidence
that the university had maintained a
dangerous condition.
Judge John E. Longinotti
dismissed liability charges against
SJSU at the request of defense attorney Robert Luft.
Leila Hooser, who was a 21 -yearold art student at the time of the Oct.
11, 1976 rape, had charged that the
garage’s lack of lighting was a
dangerous condition and that the
action of the rapist was forseeable in
light of SJSU’s high crime rates.
Hooser sought damages for
personal injuries, including out-ofpocket expenses for such things as
hospital, doctor and psychologist
care.
After the trial ended, Shirley
Hooser, Leila’s mother, expressed
distress over the outcome of the
three-year action.
"The law doesn’t protect us,"
she said. "It’s the same old story:
victims are victims."
Rubin Tepper, Hooser’s attorney, said the decision might be
appealed.

Hooser told San Jose police on
the night of the rape that no one had
followed her when she left an art
class at 9:30 p.m.
After she had entered her car on
the third level of the garage, located
at 10th and San Fernando streets,
the attacker reportedly approached
her car from behind, pulled open the
door and attacked her as she was
putting her keys into the ignition.
Tepper said she received
"superficial wounds" in the knees
and fingers from the attacker’s
knife.
The non-suit plea by Luft was
made Wednesday afternoon upon
completion of the plaintiff’s case,
and after dismissal of the jurors.
Luft argued that a similar case.
Sykes v. County of Mann, was
precedent in the case.
In the Sykes case, a man was
assaulted at a county parking lot
where there was no lighting.
The court of appeals in that case
found that the harm was not caused
by the condition of the parking lot,
but rather by the act of the rapist.
California Section Code 835
(which Hooser based her case on is
not designed to "protect against
activities of third persons on public
property who disregard the law,"
the court said.

I.uft indicated that because no
rapes in the 10th Street garage were
reported in the three years prior to
Hooser’s rape, the crime wasn’t
forseeable and that the lack of
lighting wasn’t enough to prove the
university had maintained a
dangerous condition.
Between 1973 and 1976, three
rapes and five attempted rapes were
reported on the SJSU campus. Loft
said that there was a rape in the
Seventh Street garage prior to
Hooser’s rape, but that lighting was
not a factor in that attack.
"Counsel is saying that just
because there is a high crime area,
all public entities cannot be allowed
to turn out their lights," Luft said.
The defense had previously
argued that because the garage
operated only from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m.,
neither Hooser nor her car should
have been in the garage at the time
of the rape (9:30 p.m. ).
Hooser’s attorney charged the
university with negligence based on
testimony of William Schooler,
manager of Auxiliary Enterprises,
which maintains the garages.
Schooler admitted that the parking
officer at the garage sometimes
forgot to turn out the lights.
This lulled people into thinking
-continued on page3

Judge John E. Longinotti (above) explains to
the jury (top right) that evidence presented by
the plaintiff was not sufficient to prove that the
SJSU 10th Street garage was in a dangerous
condition on the night Leila Hooser was raped.
The jurors were released as a result of the
action. Hooser and her attorney Jeff Tepper
(right) listen as their case is dismissed.

$3,591 allotted per student

SJSU distributes budget

photo by Ramona Espanol
Scott Shifrel, Brian Moss and Torn Fil at the A.S. board meeting.

Reed, Independent Weekly
allocated $14,250 by A.S.
by Stephen D. Stroth
The A.S. board of directors approved a total of
$15,555 funding for Reed Magazine, the Independent
Weekly and AS -sponsored homecoming activities
during its meeting Wednesday afternoon.
Reed Magazine, a campus literary publication,
received $4,250 to print 500 copies.
The Independent Weekly, a campus newspaper,
received $10,000 in the form of a subscription.
The "subscription rate" for the A.S. is 1.7 cents per
student for each issue, according to Scott Shifrel,
editor of the Weekly.
The funds granted by the board will enable the
Weekly to "produce a weekly news magazine for the
student community" and hopefully contribute to the
publication’s future self-sufficiency, according to
Shifrel.
"Self-sufficiency is a reasonable goal," Shifrel
said, "but to a certain extent, it’s (the Weekly) selfsufficient right now."
The Weekly, which has yet to publish an issue this
semester, has been in print every semester for the last
two years.
The Weekly received an $8,000 grant from last
year’s A.S. council in the same subscription form.
In addition to the grants to Reed and the Weekly,
the A.S.-sponsored homecoming activities received
$1,305 to finance publicity, promotion and entertainment for the events.

Homecoming will be held Saturday, Oct. 11, at
Spartan Stadium before and during the football game
between SJSU and California State University at
Fresno.
The money granted to the homecoming committee,
which was represented at the meeting by organizers
Mike Howell and Steve Betando, will help pay for
promotional items, such as miniature footballs and a
country and western band that will provide entertainment for the pre-game tailgate party to be held
in the parking lot.
A.S. Controller Tom Fil informed the board that
the AS. general fund, from which all allocations to
campus organizations are drawn, now stands at
$86,357, according to information from the board of
trustees audit staff.
Fil also announced the schedule for the next
special allocations committee meeting on Monday.
Spartan Oriocci will return to the committee for a
possible underwrite loan by the A.S. of the club’s social
activities, Fil said.
The A.S. clerical staff, represented by AS.
Business Manager Jean Lenart, will come before the
committee seeking $990 to compensate for a 2.75
percent increase above the budgeted salary for the
A.S. clerical staff.
The Office of Veterans Affairs will be seeking
$3,840. Hillel, a Jewish organization, will ask for $2,561,
and the Spanish Theater will seek $350 in AS. funds.

by Tom Mays
SJSU will spend $.3,591 for every
full-time student enrolled here for
the 1980-81 school year.
This money will be divided
among four areas: instruction,
which pays for administrative,
faculty and clerical positions;
academic support, which includes
library expenses; student services,
which includes counseling, work
study and housing; and institutional
support, which includes executive
management and physical plant
operations.
The 1980 California Ste(
University and Colleges (CSUC,
system budget has stipulated that
SJSU spend the designated amount,
which comes from the university’s
$78 million budget.
Out of this budget authorization,
SJSU is given $62.7 million by the
CSUC board of trustees and is expected to earn the remaining $15.3
million through student fees and
federal matching funds.
The net cost figure was arrived
at by a CSUC board projection of
full-time equivalent ( FTE student
enrollment at this campus for the
fall and spring academic terms.
This year, according to the
board’s projection, SJSU is expected
to have 18,000 FTE students
students who earry a minimum

academic workload of 15 units.
Maynard Robinson, associate
dean of academic planning, said the
present FTE student enrollment
projection is only a target figure and
could change depending on actual
enrollment figures and possible
adjustments in the budget during the
year.
"SJSU President Gail Fullerton
may have to redistribute funds due
to special needs that may arise
during the year, such as increased
security," he said.
He added that this happens
frequently.
"Our budget, overall, is formula-generated," he said.
He explained that while the
budget and net cost figures were
fixed, each campus in the CSUC
system may use different formula
combinations in spending the
money.
"In terms of the university
budget," Robinson said, "the
campus doesn’t seem to get what it
needs because of inflation and other
economic factors."
He said, however, that there
have been some recent improvements in the campus budget in
the areas of faculty staffing.
"In the area of instruction," he
said, "the student-faculty ratio has
come down from 18.8 to one to 17.2 to
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The CSUC system board of trustees has man
dated that SJSU spend $3,591 for each full
time equivalent student for the 1980-81
school year The graph illustrates the percent
age breakdown.

one."
Since the student-faculty ratio
has decreased, he said, students are
provided with a more intimate
student-teacher relationship and,
therefore, a better education.
There are eight different
program formulas that school administrators may use, according to
a CSUC formula manual distributed
by the Chancellor’s Office.
SJSU now uses the four
programs mentioned to spend FTE
student costs: instruction, academic
support, student services and institutional support.
The
instruction
program
amounts to 60 percent, or $2,236 of
the amount spent on each student.
This program consists of "all
formal education activities in which
a student engages to earn credit
toward a degree or certificate at the
institution," states a CSUC program
definition manual.
The FTE student allocations go
toward regular instructional purposes, such as administrative,
faculty, technical and clerical
positions.
It also covers operating expenses and equipment for the school.
The academic support program
amounts to 9 percent, or $305 of the
$3,591.
In this area, FTE money pays
for library expenses, the Independent Resource Center, the
Moss Landing learning facilities in
the marine sciences field, the
Master of Social Work and the
radiology facility.
The student services program
amounts to 13 percent, or $440 of the
FTE net cost figure.
In this area, FTE money goes
toward college work study, counseling, testing, placement, the
Educational Opportunity Program,
disabled students, health services
and housing services.
The institutional
support
program amounts to 18 percent, or
$610 of the FTE net cost figure.
In this area, FTE money pays
for the president and vice
presidents’ offices under executive
management, student admissions
and records, employee personnel
and records, physical plant
operations and community
relations.
-continued on back page

New Sacramento computer system responsible

Late payroll checks cause walkout and student woes
by Holly Allen
When the Work Study student
assistants went to pick up their
checks on Monday, they weren’t
there. According to Marty Bridges,
a student assistant in the S.U.
scheduling office, this isn’t the first
time that the checks weren’t on
time.
On Tuesday, some of the
students in the scheduling office
refused to work. Wednesday, they
were guaranteed their checks so
they went bait to work.
Work Study is a program
designed to find campus jobs for
low-income students.
Student assistants who are not

on Work Study are paid through the
same system.
"It seems like every month I
have one of my friends walking out
in tears because they can’t pay
someone or a check is going to
bounce," Bridges said.
"Students are put into this
powerless position of not having any
redress," Bridges said. "If this was
happening in the private sector, they
would have an agency to go to "
According to payroll supervisor
Kathy Dolan, a memo went out to
the student assistants one year ago
that said because of the computer in
Sacramento,
checks
weren’t
guaranteed to be here on the 15th of

every month.
"The problem is out of our
hands," Dolan said.
According to Dolan, this
problem is not unique tc SJSU. All 19
campuses feed into the same
computer. "It’s like a systemwide
problem," she remarked. Even
though the state acquired a new
computer in May, the problem has
not been solved.
"The administration is extremely aware of the situation,"
Dolan said, "We’ve been touching
base with people in Sacramento as
well as with the Chancellor’s Office."
According to Dave Barrow of

the Sacramento payroll department,
there are some bugs that need to be
worked out with the new computer
system. Once these bugs are worked
out, the system will be superior to
the old payroll system. Barrow isn’t
sure that the paycheck delay is
Sacramento’s fault.
Bridges would like to see
students get together on these
issues.
"We’ve talked about getting
together a union for students. The
problem is getting the students on
campus together, to make them feel
like they have some kind of power.
Each of them feels isolated and
impotent to do anything. It’s the

typical problem of unionizing
anybody."
According to Bridges, it is
possible for a student to get a check
from a "revolving fund."
"You have to prove that you’re a
hardship case. We were told that
revolving checks escalate the
problem. I want to know who it
escalates the problem for."
Bridges also questioned why the
full-time staff never has problems
receiving their checks on time.
The problem with revolving
checks, according to Dolan, is the
extensive paper work. The students’
gross pay and taxes must be
calculated by hand. Then the

documents are sent to the controller
to be cleared, then sent back to
payroll to be cleared again. When
the state check is issued, if it doesn’t
match with the check previously
issued to the student, another check
must be issued to make up the difference.
In response to why the supervisory staff has no problems with
their checks, Dolan said that
possibly it is because full-time and
part-time staff are paid on a different basis. The full-time staff are
paid on a negative payroll basis,
where they are assumed to work a
certain number of hours and are
only required to report exceptions
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Binding Arbitration the answer to strikes
by Libby Lane
staff Writer

Public employees and specifically, public safety employees, may
become sacrificial lambs in an effort to curb costly and non-productive
strikes, if county measure B and city measures E and M are passed. These
measures on the Nov. 4 ballot, would provide for binding arbitration for
police and fire personnel.
A common denominator for people who go on strike, not discounting the
importance of other non-money issues, is to preserve their standard of
living, with a cost of living wage equal to the rate of inflation.
Public employees are no exception. But extenuating circumstances
make their attempts a little different from those in private industry.
Since public employees are providing a service and not a product, their
absence from a job is not easily converted into dollars and cents. But a strike

by Winery. Distillery and Allied Workers that disrupts the grape harvest, is
going to mean losses in the millions for California’s fourth largest crop.
Although strikers are losing wages, the vintners may stand to lose more.
It might be worth their while to pay higher salaries; at least they will have a
product to sell.
Leverage for public employees involved in a labor dispute can only come
from the citizens who want to see their services restored or their children
back in school. And this is tenuous support at best, because they know that
public employees’ salaries ultimately come out of their pockets.
Another aspect of the public employees’ plight, is that it is not easy to
pass their cost of living raises onto the consumer.
Every time steel workers, auto workers and airline employees go on
strike and settle for higher wages it costs the public more for the product.
But the taxpayers are already mad as hell at their constantly escalating

are not willing to pay more.
public does not have much control over private industry except to
boycott. However, when it comes to raising their taTcz; to finance increased
governmental expenditures including public employees salaries, they have
shown they have a lot to say. Witness the overwhelming passage of
Proposition 13.
This puts public employees in a bind. Everyone wants to maintain their
standard of living, but there is a scarcity of resources out there.
Teachers in the San Jose Unified School District are asking for a 12
percent increase in salary. They are being offered 4.7 percent. If they accept
any less than 12 percent, based on the current rate of inflation, they are
going to be in the hole.
School administrators say there is not enough money for that kind of
increase without giving up supportive services and programs.
At this time in history, it is permissible for teachers to go on strike as a
demonstration of their commitment, unity and hopes that they will emerge
victorious.
Now, going on strike is no picnic. Besides the loss of income, which is
very often never recouped, there is an incredible amount of animosity that
develops between the strikers and those that cross the picket line. These
feelings of betrayal and bitterness, on both sides, do not automatically
disappear after the strike is settled. They can continue to disrupt the flow of
operations for some time.
In the meantime, while hard fought compromises are presumably being
negotiated, children are getting less than they deserve in the classroom and
in the case of public safety employees, citizens’ lives and property are endangered.
The power of labor has come a long way in the last 50 years. Bargaining
as a collective has helped to increase the standard of living for millions of
American workers who were helpless to negotiate as individuals. But some
kind of sanity needs to be restored.
Granted, employees and employers should be allowed to bargain, but
when a strike seems imminent, it is time to turn the matter over to some
higher authority. This is what measures B, E and M call for, mandatory
arbitration.
tax

Arbitration means that irreconcilable labor disputes would be decided
impartially by either one person or a group of persons.
The city’s measure provides for a three-member arbitration board. One
person to represent the city, one person to represent the employee
organization and a neutral member agreed upon by both parties. Their
decision on wages and any other employment conditions is final, preempting the strike option.
Among public employees and government administrators, there is less
than unanimous support for these measures because the "waiting game"
tactic has been usurped. But for the taxpayers who pay for these services, in
good faith, it is a light at the end of the tunnel.

photo by Roger Woo

A student shows some of his work to a teacher, while she pickets Horace Mann Grade School on Seventh Street.

Busing not essential to solve
unequal education problem

_letters
Food waste
solution ’cruel’
Editor:
Dining Commons Manager Bob
Woodward cannot be faulted for
trying to cut down on economic
waste. However, he can be strongly
faulted for some of the methods he
has employed to achieve this end.
The practice of discouraging people
from eating in the Dining Commons,
by deliberately making already bad
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meals even worse, is as
preposterous as it is cruel.
Dorm students on the 15 meal
plan have paid over $1,000 per
semester for a room and three meals
a day, five days a week, and that is
precisely what they are entitled to
receive. Furthermore, they are
entitled to eat food that is not so
gruesomely unappealing, that it
requires tg:rculean willpower just to
force it down. Meals, even for us
lowly dorm students, should be a
pleasure and not a grim duty, which,
like taking medicine, is performed
merely for the sake of one’s health.
Moreover, there is surely
another way to discourage food
waste than the new seconds policy
presently in effect. Having to wait in
line for 30 minutes just to get
another piece of meat is an inexcusably, terrible inconvenience for
those who have evening classes or
simply have too much else to do than
squander away this kind of time. Mr.
Woodward’s argument that the old
serving policy was unfair because it
allowed people seconds before
others had even received their first
serving, bogs down when one
realizes that the new policy makes
the lines so much longer, that
hungry people waiting in those lines
for their first serving can practically
starve to death before they get it.
This can all be neatly summarized by one simple question: Do
the ends of cutting down food costs
justify the means of putting busy
students through such inconvenience and unpleasantness?
We do not think so, and we hope that
every dorm student who agrees with
us will make their views known.
Steve Curless
Psychology, senior
Doug Snider
Psychology, graduate

Comic strip DJ
picks right man
Editor:
Horray for Mike the disc jockey
in C. Beckum’s comic strip on Sept.
16. He knows who to vote for in the
November election.
C.L. Bonier
History, junior

Band to play
to both stands
Editor:
The Sept. 15 Daily included a

It is unfortunate that those who work in the public interest may eventually be forced to sacrifice some measure of their standard of living. But, if
it works, arbitration could conceivably be instituted in both the public and
private sector.
In addition to ridding the public of the hardship of strikes, it would lead
to a lower inflation rate as salaries are held down and subsequently prices
are contained when industries do not have to cover costly wage settlements
by raising prices to compensate. The just may fy the means.

letter from Tyler Stringfield asking
why the Spartan marching band
performed to the "opposing team’s
fans" at the SJSU-Santa Clara game
on Sept. 6.
The decision to perform to the
west stands at halftime, was based
on three considerations: I) pregame was oriented to the east; 2) the
west stands include alumni,
students, season-ticket holders and
are traditionally considered the
"home stands;" 3) the west stands
were unusually full. Future appearances of the Spartan marching
band will include performances
oriented to the east stands, rest
assured.
P. Carl Chevallard
Director of Bands

Student missed
point on access
Editor:
I don’t know how Gary Purdom
arrived at the per student cost for
using an elevator (Gym access too
expensive, Sept. 17). Was this or
one year or 10 or 20 years and for
how many students? The point you
missed is, this campus is trying to
provide equal access to all students.
Obviously you are a T.A.B.
(Temporarily able bodied). I invite
you to borrow one of our wheelchairs
and spend one day in it, while attending your classes.
Mary Rogers
Disabled Services Coordinator

Women sports
’hurting’ finances
Editor:
The current approach that our
Athletic Department is taking
towards revitalizing athletics at
SJSU is a good one. Emphasizing,
through scholarships, football and
basketball, will benefit all of the
competing teams through increased
revenues. A successful Athletic
Department is dependent upon these
high revenue sports for its financial
stability.
What is hurting our department
the most is Title IX which forces
one-half of the revenues to be given
to women’s athletics. Isn’t it time to
question the involuntary servitude of
the men for the support of the
women?
Tony Robinson
Administration of Justice,
senior

by Dan Martin
Staff Writer

Confusion
often
breeds
frustration, but massive confusion in
Los Angeles, this week, has led to
the birth of inevitable anger.
Parents in the 540,000 student
school district, are disturbed by the
disorder surrounding the district’s
desegregation plan, disturbed, not
just by the flip-flopping of court
orders to determine what schools
will be involved, but also by the socalled necessity of busing. In short,
they are skeptical, and their
skepticism is commendable.
Parents seem to be asking: Is
busing essential for students to
receive a decent education today?
Yes, under the current educational
system in California and no under a
system where all students, regardless of race, color, or creed are
required to achieve the same level of
competency.
In California, we have a system
in which the materials students are
expected to learn, vary from school
to school. These variations result
from the differences in backgrounds
of parents for a particular school.
Such background factors include
parents’ socio-economic class
(wealth), parents’ educational level
and the number of families
receiving AFDC ( Aid to families
with dependent children) funds.
A school composed of children
whose parents are college graduates
and professional workers (doctors,
lawyers, etc.), will require more
from students than a school comprised of children whose parents are
high school graduates and blue
collar workers.
This is so, because it is assumed
by the school system, that children
of white collar or professional
parents are motivated and
disciplined enough to where they are
more interested in school.
On the other hand, it is also
assumed that children of low income
workers are not as motivated and
are often discipline problems.
While this may not always be the
case, generally speaking, and the
state Department of Education
always speaks in general terms, the
assumptions are accurate.
Now, this is where the
proponents of busing come in. They
argue that if you bus students to
where the expectancies are higher,
they will get a better education.
Although the claim is logical, the
results are actually detrimental to
education in the long run.
When disadvantaged blacks are
bused to a school composed of
middle class whites, there are mixed
results.

While the expectancies for
blacks increase, the expectancies
for whites decrease. The decrease
for whites can be attributed to a new
expectancy for the school.
This harmful effect is disastrous
to education, in that standards
decline.
References to low test scores
and an increase in the number of
illiterate graduates can be attributed, in part, to busiyg.
Currently, there are no statistics
to prove that busing is essentially
helpful in getting a better education.
In Chicago last year, the former
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare put forward a proposal
that would require the busing of
114,000 children. The cost of the plan
was estimated at $101:1 million a year,
but some persons disputed this and
claimed it would be in the neighborhood of $200 million.
Wouldn’t it be more sensible to
spend that money upgrading the
education at the present schools?
I’m not against equality in
education. In fact, with the Bakke
decision, which now requires
students to compete for college

admission, I believe it is essential
that all students receive an equal
education but at the school closest
to home.
From my own experience, I
know how exasperating it is to have
to attend a junior college just to
learn eighth grade English, when
students across town graduated
from high school with that
knowledge. I guess I should have
bused myself to the upper-class high
school, since the expectancies at the
white middle-class school that I
graduated from were substantially
lower.
It proves that one doesn’t have
to be poor to get a poor education.
It’s time to stop bickering over
the business of busing, and it’s time
for the Supreme Court to wake up.
The court is the one who wants
students to compete under Bakke.
Now it should see to it that all
students, regardless of where they
live and parerits’ wealth, can
compete by receiving an equal
-education.
If not, then the country will be
plagued, like Los Angeles, with the
problem of massive confusion. And
massive confuski leads to anger.
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Weight control counseling offered at center,’
Dietician evaluates students’ eating habits

Leila Hooser

by Anne Papineau
New students trying to
dissolve the "Freshman
10" off hips and thighs, or
those seeking acb(ice about
diet in general, can find
help through the SJSU
education
nutrition
program.
After scheduling an
appointment at the Student
Health
Center
with
nutritionist Cherie Winslow, students undergo an
extensive evaluation of
eating habits, number of
calories consumed daily
and other variables that
determine body weight.

Lawsuit dropped
in 76 rape case

Winslow, a registered
dietician, then draws up a
working diet program that
will help the student
achieve desired weight loss
or gain.
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-continued from page 1
that the lights might be left on when they came for their
cars, Tepper said.
During her testimony, Hooser said that there was no
information concerning parking in the registration packet
she’d received from SJSU. But she did say in cross
examination that she saw a sign posted outside the garage
Hooser said on Tuesday that no warning was ever
given about the potential hazards of parking after dark in
the 10th Street garage.
Among several crime-related articles that appeared
in the Spartan Daily in Oct. 1976, however, was a report
that 12 burglaries occurred in the garage that year and
most of them were at night.
The garage was well-lighted every evening prior to
the night of the rape, she said, adding she had no reason to
believe the situation would change.

Rape whistles
Police whistles are now being sold near the Spartan
Bookstore entrance outside the Student Union.
The original 100 whistles made available to students
have been selling at such a fast pace, another 200 have
been ordered.
The whistles will be sold for another three weeks.

Frat awarded;
SJSU benefits
Instead of benefitting
the fraternity, an award
recently won by the SJSU
chapter of Sigma Chi will
benefit the university itself,
The fraternity, 284 S.
10th St., is the recipient of
the Peterson Significant
Chapter Award from its
national chapter. Because
of this award, $50 has been
presented to SJSU, according to Bob Fudenna,
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president of Sigma Chi.
Fudenna added that
while he doesn’t know
exactly what the award
will be used for, the money
is given with the stipulation
that it be used for
"scholarships, counseling
and other related ac tivities."
This is the fourth
consecutive year that
Sigma Chi has won this
award, Fudenna said,
adding that the national
chapter does not restrict
the award to just one local
chapter.
Fudenna said that
about 46 local chapters won
the award and were chosen
out of a total 174 chapters.
The Peterson Award is
presented for "good but not
impossible" performance
is 10 different areas,
Fudenna said. These areas
include statistics and
scholarship,
fraternal
activities, campus activiteis and leadership, and
faculty relations. It is the
highest award presented
by the national chapter to a
local chapter, Fudenna
said.
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This prescribed diet
will work, Winslow said,
only if students are
"motivated from within,
not from friends or family.
You cannot teach someone
to be motivated."
The nutrition program
stretches back five years to
when Winslow was a
dietetics undergraduate
here. At that time, student
volunteers,
including
Winslow, worked under Dr.
Elizabeth Neal. Dr. Neal
and the students counseled
people about dietary
problems.
After graduation,
Winslow served as a
nutritionist in both private
physicians’ offices and for
San Joaquin County.

way all my life so it roust
be okay, is not neces.iarily
correct,’ Winslow said
For an appointment
with the nutritionist, or
more information about the
Nutrition
Education
The nutrition education
Program, call 277-2222.
program also offers an 11 behavior
week
modification course, in
which students are taught
unproved eating habits to
effectively lose weight.
Winslow said that many
students can lose a pound a
week, not by dieting, but
All SJSU students
simply by changing eating
who were accepted this
habits. Classes begin next
semester prior to filing
week.
transcripts, test scores,
Starting Sept. 29,
or other required admisWinslow will teaci, a basic
sions materials must
nutrition course through
submit these documents
Leisure Studies. There is a
to the Office of Admis$15 fee for this six-week,
sions by Nov. 14, 1980, in
no-credit course.
order not to lose enrollThe nutritionist is also ment status.
If a student is reavailable to guest lecture
about pre- and post-natal quired to submit such
documents, it is noted
nutrition.
on his certificate of acThe center’s people in
ceptance. For more information, call Alexis
exercise program was
Olds at 277-3263 or
cancelled this semester
space
Phyllis O’Balle at 277because gymnasium
3270.
is unavailable. Led by
recreation majors, the
course features jogging
and other high-calorieburning sports for more
rapid weight loss. The
Student Health Center
Students needing
hopes to revive the people
information for
in exercise program next
high holy services
spring.
Winslow said that she
sees approximately 40
students per month in 45minute private sessions.
The free service is completely confidential.

Filing
deadline

photo by Ramone Espanol

Neil Picua
It. is Winslow’s job to
teach students about the
four basic food groups and
how to make better food
choices, whether they eat
at home, "on the run," or in
the dormitory Dining
Commons.
’ ’I don’t personally
think there’s anything
wrong with D.C. food,"
Winslow said. "The
students complain a lot
about dorm food
that
there’s not enough choice
for dieters. Well, they can
diet they just don’t have
to eat everything set in
front of them."

When Winslow draws diet history and a "24-hour
up a weight-loss program recall," which lists
for a student, the serving everything they ate the
sizes she recommends previous
day.
Also
parallel closely with the examined initially are the
portions served in the students’ eating habits,
Dining Commons, making which includes whether
dieting in the dorms con- they eat during study times
or periods of depression, as
venient.
well as any "fad" diets the
"Remember
that
student has followed.
everybody’s metabolism is
Fad diets, according to
different. Some people eat
one meal a day, 3,000 Winslow, include Scarcalories at a sitting, and sdale, Atkins, egg and
still don’t gain weight," grapefruit and brown rice
diets.
Winslow said.
At the first meeting
"Based on what they
with the nutritionist, eat, I can tell a lot. I can
students provide a lifetime say you’re lot in milk or
fruit, or to give up refined
carbohydrates, like jams,
jellies
and
sugars,"
Winslow said.

internships cut
when A.S. axed
SCALE program

She returned to SJSU
as head of the nutrition
program when Dr. Neal
took a two-year leave of
absence.
The program, funded
by student body fees, is
now conducted on an appointment basis.
According to Winslow,
Student Community Academic Loarning Experiences
the majority of students
who go to the nutrition (SCALE) is no longer in operation at SJSU due to lack of
education program for diet funding from the Associated Students.
counsultation are overThe A.S. did not allocate funds for the program from
weight and female.
the 1980-81 budget because SCALE’s services were no
students," longer needed, according to Jim Rowen, director of
"Some
Winslow said, "come in to academic affairs.
SCALE had worked with certain departments on
lose weight who think they
need to lose weight, but campus since 1973 placing students in community field
they don’t. It’s society’s work with over 40 local agencies.
pressure to be thin."
It also provided referrals to other academic departWinslow said that she ments for comunity field work and internship programs.
Funds for SCALE ran out June 30, said Penny Terry,
has never encountered a
case of anorexia nervosa director of Student Programs and Services.
while working at SJSU.
At a budget committee meeting last March, members
This is a debilitating voted 6-0-1 in favor of not recommending funds for SCALE
mental illness that prompts for the upcoming school year.
subjects to eat little or
Members of the budget committee felt student
nothing. Teenage women
are common sufferers of demand for SCALE had "fallen off tremendously" despite
the program’s attempt to increase student participation
the disease.
by hiring a public relations coordinator.
Nonetheless, Winslow
At the April 16 meeting of the A.S. last semester,
cited fundamental weight
members agreed with the budget committee’s recomand nutrition problems
mendation not to fund SCALE.
found on the SJSU campus.
"If we cut SCALE, student internships would
"Students eat on the remain," Rowen said, referring to the fact that some
run a lot, in the Student departments already provided internships.
Union or at the Bookstore.
"It was one of those programs whose time has come,"
They may skip meals.
Students haven’t had much Terry said. "People realized it wasn’t a needed service to
nutrition education. Some feed funds into," she added.
The departments that used SCALE, which included
pick out food they like to
eat the most, even if it isn’t communication studies, psychology, creative arts and a
the best for them," she division of health professions, will be making their own
student placements, Terry said.
said.

Winslow then formulates a well-balanced
diet, geared to slow weight
loss or gain, depending on
individual needs.
"I was amazed that
there’s still a lot of interest
in vegetarianism. It was all
the rage five years ago,
when I was a student,"
Winslow said. She will
outline a nutritious
vegetarian diet plan, if
desired.
"In our society, it’s
more acceptable for men to
be overweight," Winslow
said. "Men aren’t teased
for being overweight as
much. They aren’t
criticized until they’re in
the category of obese.
they feel the
Women
pressure right away.
"If it were acceptable
for women in our society to
be overweight, I’d be out of
business, along with a lot of
weight control clinics."

Yom Kippur

Winslow reaffirmed
the importance of good
nutrition, not only in terms
of improved performance
at school and work, but also
for its impact on lifetime
health. "I’ve eaten this

please call
267-2770
or
448-0973
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SJSU must stop Cyclone runners

Spartans shoot for third straight

photo by Jo Ann Uhelszkr

Quarterback Steve Clarkson will be counted on heavily if the Spartans hope
to upset Iowa State in tomorrow’s game at Ames, Iowa.
by Jerry McDonald
Either visitor, SJSU, or host, Iowa
State, could leave the field in Ames, Iowa
tomorrow with their first loss of the
season. Kickoff time is 11:30 a.m.
The Spartans are 2-0, with victories
over Santa Clara and Washington State,
while the Cyclones won their only game of
the season last Saturday in Ames with a 427 blowout over Northeastern Louisiana.
Oddsmakers have tabbed the Cyclones
a relatively heavy 8-1/2 point pick to hand

the Spartans their first loss, but coaches
Jack Elway of SJSU and Donnie Duncan of
Iowa State aren’t expecting a one-sided
game.
"We are concerned about Iowa State
because their defensive design is one like
we haven’t seen before," Elway said.
"They are a young team free of injuries,
and they have a real good defensive
secondary. But! think they are beatable."
Duncan likewise showed Toncern over
the Spartans.
"They are coming off a big win over

Washington State and have sonic fine
players returning from a championship
team," Duncan said. "Plus they have
added some fine JC transfers. I am much
impressed with their defense. It should be
a whale of a ball game."
Foremost in the Spartan minds will be
stopping the Cyclone running game, which
rolled up 348 yards and four touchdowns
against Northeastern Louisiana.
Leading the way for the Iowa State
*ushers is Dwayne Crutchfield, a 235pound tailback. In a Kansas junior college
last year, Crutchfield gained 1,812 yards
and averaged 7.5 yards per carry. In the
Cyclone opener, he picked up where he left
off, gaining 121 yards and scoring twice.
However, the Cyclones have so many
fine backs that Crutchfield won’t do all the
playing. Reserve tailbacks Rocky Gillis,
Michael Wade and Mike Payne gained 77,
40 and 38 yards, respectively, against the
Indians.
"They are a run-oriented football
team," Elway said. "If I had to compare
them to Washington State, I’d say they are
better because they have better backs.
"I think they’ll try to do what
Washington State wanted to do," he
continued. "They’ll try to keep it on the
ground and keep our offense off the field if
they can."
The Iowa State worries center,
naturally, on the Spartan passing attack.
"I promise you they ( the Spartans)
can throw the football," said Duncan.
"They throw a bomb that can bring rain
and their wide receivers are as good as
I’ve seen."
Duncan concedes that he is happy
about the youth of the Spartan backfield,
but hesitates on considering it an advantage.
"Both of their running backs and their
quarterbacks from last year are now
playing in the NFL," Duncan said. "I’m
glad they are gone, but once you have
players like that, it seems easier to recruit
more. -

The Iowa State offense could have a
more formidable passing attack than they
did in last year’s 3-8 season, due to the
return of quarterback John Quinn, who
missed most of last year with an injury.
Last week the Cyclones passed
sparingly because of the success of the
run, but Quinn managed to complete eight
passes, one for a touchdown to his favorite
receiver,Vinney Cerrato.
The youth of the Iowa State defense
concerned Duncan at first, but he was
enthused by their first game performance.
The Cyclones start five sophomores on
defense.
"Going into our first game, I was
worried we would be unsettled defensively, but I came out of it with a different
feeling," Duncan said.
As well he should. The Cyclones
completely smothered Northeastern
Louisiana, holding them to a net of just
three yards rushing on 18 carries, and
limiting the Indian passing game to just
149 yards on 13 of 36 completions.
The role of underdog doesn’t bother
Elway.
"We certainly
don’t
feel
psychologically like they are better than
us. They’ve only had one game, so I don’t
think they even know that .much about
themselves yet," Elway said. "But I’d feel
a hell of a lot better if we were playing at
home."
The Cyclone game marks only the
second time the Spartans have faced a Big8 Conference school since 1963.
The Spartans beat Kansas State at
home 16-0 in that year and lost a 22-7 encounter to Colorado in a 1978 game.
A sellout crowd in excess of 50,000 will
be on hand at Iowa State Stadium, which
has an Astro-turf surface.

Cross country in Sacramento
Runner’s desire important says coach
by Judy Larson
For first-year cross
country coach Marshall
Clark, the talent on his
team is not the only consideration. He is considering their appetites,
too.
"We’re not kidding
ourselves," he said. "We
don’t have some of the
talent other schools do, but
these guys are hungry to
win."
The cross country
team’s first race is at
Sacramento State Saturday at 11 a.m. The race is
five miles.
"Sacramento will be a
tough team for us to beat
right now," Clark said.
"We won’t know how our
runners actually run until
we see them in a race
where they’re running
against someone."
Practicing since late
August, Clark said he
pushes his runners hard.
Most of the runners run 10
miles per day on their own
and then come to practice
in the afternoon to do interval running, some
sprinting and occasionally
take a run into the Los
Gatos hills or Alum Rock
Park area.
"You don’t want to
bring the team along too
fast," Clark said. If they
are brought along too
quickly, they will peak too
soon, he added.
However, sometimes

encourages
beginners.
Training is limited to those
already on the team. Only
eight runners travel,
however, Clark said that
eight varies occasionally.
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The team’s home
course is at Coyote-Hellyer
park at 101 and Hellyer
Avenue. However, Clark
says that this course has
too much asphalt which is
hard on the runner’s body.
He hopes to find an
alternative
location,
however, has not yet found
one that is not too far from
San Jose.
Clark, who spent his
last two years coaching
track and cross country at
the University of Montana,
spent 1968 to 1977 coaching
the Stanford University
cross country teams.
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Spartan cross country runners Jeff Shauer (top left), Jose Garcia (middle), and Mark Sanchez (right)
prepare for the upcoming season, as Dan Stockton (on ground) and coach Marshall Clark look on.
winning or losing is well, he added.
In cross country, seven
determined by luck, according to Clark. Knee runners from each side
injuries and colds can stop compete. The first five men
a runner from competing over the line for each side
and throw the race into a are ranked.
different perspective, he
The team’s score is
said.
then added up. Therefore,
Clark hopes some even if one of a team’s
returning runners and runners takes first, if all of
some transfer runners will his teammates finish late,
give the team the depth is the team can lose.
needs. Seniors Dan Har"Sometimes
who
vey, Stan Ross and Joe comes in in 18th place
Salazar are strong runners, decides the winner," Clark
Clark said. Freshman Bret said.
Baffert is expected to do
Because of this aspect

of cross country, Clark
stresses it as much more of
a "team sport than track
is." He also said it is a
"tougher sport because of
the rough terrain a runner
must cover."
Besides being a rough
sport physically, Clark said
that the mental outlook of a
runner is also important.
"You have to get
yourself up especially if
you have a question as to
how the race will come out
or if you’re unsure how well
you’re going to do against
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certain runners," he said.
Clark said that height
is not important in cross
country.
"Thin is the word," he
said. A runner who carries
1,-,0 mulch weight is slowed
up. However. Clark said
runners are not always
long and lanky. They can
be smaller and muscled
also.
Clark hopes to build a
winning team this season
Because of a lack of
money, he said he is unable
to have a large team and

by Mary Apanasewiez
The SJSU women’s
field hockey team will play
its first match of the season
Saturday at Stanford in 10
a.m. start.
After returning from
the Chico State pre-season
tournament confident of
their abilities to play a
cohesive defense and
strong offense, the Lady
Spartans are primed and
ready for the Stanford
game, according to coach
Leta Walter.
The Lady Spartans
have "gained a lot of experience since last year
and are a much stronger
team because of it," Walter
said. The team has the
ability to score more than
last season and "the
defense is molding together
more quickly," she added.
"SJSU has an excellent
team and we enjoy the
challenge of playing the,"
Stanford coach Barbara
Longstreth said.
"We have a much more
balanced attack this year
because the scoring will
more
from
come
Longstreth
positions,"
said.
Last year, Nancy
White was the leading
scorer for the Cardinals.
She was named to the U.S.
Olympic field hockey team
after graduation.
Because the SJSU
team has a good scoring
offense, Stanford will
concentrate on using a very
strong, aggressive and
organized defensive attack, Lonstreth said.

Walter said.
"The teams have a
greater knowledge of the
game and this shows in
their different strategies,"
Walter said.
Walter
sai.1
she
respects Stanford’s playing
ability and expects an
"intense but well -contested
match."
This year’s varsity
squad for SJSU will consist
of Kathy Briggs, Kim
Cowell, Grace Donatelli,
Jean Gilbert, Charlene
Gilroy, Vicky Godwin,
Pommy MacFarlane,
Casey McClung, Sue
Minkema, Kim Pine,
Carolyn Shears, Maureen
Sullivan, Lorri Thomas,
Sue Walker and Sue
Williams.

LAST NIGHT!
MAN AND THE
MYCTIC POWER
le NATURE

CHAC
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plus

The Academy
Award Winning
DERSU UZALA
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***********
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"There is a higher
level of competiton this
year because the teams are
faster, more skilled and
have i!ood stick work,"
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PRESCRIPTIONS
ATTENTION ECONOMICS MAJORS
The Economics Department has these
departmental committee openings.
Undergraduate Studies Committee
Graduate Studies Committee

Direct all inquiries to
Department of Economics
277-2758
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From his Stanford
team came Don Kardong,
who was fourth in the 1976
Olympic marathon and AllAmericans Greg Brock,
Brook Thomas, Tony
Sandoval and Roy Kissin.

Women’s hockey
challenges Stanford

up
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Someth ng for the future. Tomorrow’s happiness, success
and security can all begin with a visit to Career Exploration
days. It’s
an excellent opportunity for all students, regardless of age,
class
level or major to meet and talk with informative representatives
from
many different companies. Come and explore current
and future
careers.

Career Exploration Days
Student Union Ballroom -- September 23 & 24
10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
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Spartan Soccer Classic spotlights
Earthquakes and college powers
by Joe Aseo
Three collegiate teams
ranked in the top 10 on the
West Coast, along with the
San Jose Earthquakes,
compete this weekend in
the Spartan Soccer Classic
at Spartan Stadium.
Tonight, the third ranked SJSU Spartans
meet the seventh-cooked
Fullerton State Titans at 7
p.m. The Spartans hope to
avenge their 4-2 loss tr. the
Titans in SJSU’ f; home
opener last seasor..
The San Jose Earthquakes oppose the topranked University of San
Francisco Dons in the
second game at 9 p.m.
Tomorrow night’s lineup features the USF Dons
meeting the Cal State-Fullerton Titans at 7 p.m., and
the SJSU Spartans taking
on the Earthquakes at 9
p.m.
The Spartans’ first
opponent, Fullerton State,
defeated Long Beach State
5-1 Wednesday night on the
road, and now have a 3-0-1
’season record.
coaches
Fullerton
Steve McKay and Jimmie
Noble have six players
returning from the 1979
squad that posted a 14-9
season record.
Top scorers for the
Titans this season are
forwards Rico Gnaulati
and Mike Hunter ( not of the
Earthquakes), with two
goals each, and midfielder
Mike Fox with one.
The Titan defense is
bolstered by goalkeeper
Kelly Dunn and defender
Paul Stowitts.
SJSU’s opponents
Saturday night, the Earthquakes, feature five
SJSU alumni: defender
Derek Evans, midfielders

Former Spartans Steve Ryan, Derek
to right) are among the San Jose
weekend’s Spartan Soccer Classic.
9 p.m. Saturday in the tournament
Steve Ryan and Joe
Silveira, forward Easy
Perez and goalkeeper Sean
Keohane.
Keohane is the only
SJSU alumnus not on the
current Earthquakes
roster, but played for the
Earthquakes in 1978. The
others have seen duty with
the Earthquakes this past
season.
Joining the SJSU
alumni on the Earthquakes
are leading scorer Steve
David, who scored 16 goals
and had 3 assists this

Volleyballers nab first victory

photu by Joe Browning, Quakes
Evans, Easy Perez, and Joe Silveira (left
Earthquakes who will take part in this
The Earthquakes and Spartans tangle at
finale.

Clara
Santa
season,
alumnus Mike Hunter, Ane
Bill
Mihailovich and
Sautter.
of
out
Coming
retirement for the Earformer
are
thquakes
midfielder Ilija Mitic and
defender Gabbo Gavric.
Mitic was the North
American Soccer League’s
first player to score 100
goals. David has 97 career
goals, third on the all-time
list.
The USF Dons were 24-

3-1 last season. They are 3-0
this season with wins over
Brigham Young, FresnoPacific and United States
International University.
Don coach Steve
Negoesco has 15 players
returning from last year’s
team, including eight
starters. Forward Bjorn
Tronstad is expected to
provide much of the
scoring for USF this
season. Tronstad led the
nation in scoring in 1979
with 29 goals, and has one
goal so far this season.

by Judy Larson and
Joan Casserly
It may have taken five
fiercely fought garr es, but
the SJSU women’s
volleyball team was able
to defeat the Ohio State
Buckeyes before some 250
frenzied fans Wednesday
night at Spartan Gym.
The Lady Spartans
Unproved their dual meet
record to 1-1, while Ohio
State, ranked sixth in the
nation last year and first in
the rnidwest, dropped its
third straight game since
arriving on the west coast.
The Buckeyes were
defeated earlier this week
at the hands of California
and Stanford, and are 0-3
on the season.
SJSU now travels to
San Diego to participate in
a tournament featuring
Photo by Eva A//c,
some 22 varsity teams. The
tournament, which starts Lady Spartan Jan Harman (No. 19) spikes past the Ohio State blockers in
Wednesday night’s five -game victory. The Spartans bested the Buckeyes in
today and ends tomorrow.
Wednesday’s a marathon 12-15, 15-13, 15-10, 10-15, 16-14 match.
In
competition, Ohio State
dominated the first game were able to come from final point due to a fine tied at 11,13, and 14. SJSU
fake
by scored the final three
as the Lady Spartans had behind this time, when combination
points on Fitzgerald’s
some difficulty returning Fitzgerald set perfectly to Harman and Fitzgerald.
serves, the last of which
serves. SJSU had fallen Harman who took adWith Buckeye Mary
behind 6-0, but managed to vantage of a hole in Ohio Ormsby serving, the Ohio fell just in front of Payne
tie the score at 9-9. But it State’s defense and State team held the lead onto the Ohio side of the
wasn’t going to be a smashed a well placed early in game four. Mis- court.
The Lady Spartans
come-from-behind victory spike. SJSU went on to take judgments on the part of
for the Spartans, as Ohio game two by a score of 15- SJSU enabled the Ohio hope to carry the winning
State captured game one, 13.
momentum to San Diego,
Battling for each and hitters to place their hits to- as they will play against
15-12.
every point, the Lady wards the idoccupied cor- the number one nationally
The second game was a Spartans once more were ners on the Lady Spartans’
ranked team, University of
hard, tightly fought contest triumphant, 15-10, in game half of the court.
Southern
California,
and the Lady Spartans, three.
Buckeye Kim Payne among others.
behind setter Rene FitDuring the third game, possessed a devastating
SJSU coach Marty
zgerald, were victorious. Ohio State had difficulty
serve, which came over the Brugler emphasized the
The score seesawed and with its setting. Fine
net with almost no arch. importance
of
these
was tied up on four blocking skills by SJSU
Payne’s serve was instru- tournaments because they
separate occasions. It aided in the victory.
mental in the Buckeye 15 10 provide the players with
appeared for a while that
With the scored tied 10- victory.
experience and more court
the Buckeyes would take 10 in the third game, SJSU
the game when they were hitter Sandy Zobel made a
In overtime, the two time together.
on the better half of a 10-9 fine diving save and the teams provided the crowd
"They play as a young
score after a service Lady Spartans scored. with a thrilling fifth game - team would play," Brugler
receiving error by Spartan Hanging on to the lead for final score 16-14. Long commented. "We will be
Jan Harman.
the remainder of the fierce rallies were waged tough to beat once we get it
However, the Spartans contest. SJSU secured the for each point as tile score together."

classifieds
Announcements

weekends. Call Mr. Ted at 263-2344,
or apply in
at 150 E. Trimble
Road at First Street, San Jose.

Automotive

OFFICE
cards, yearbooks and world series programs,
sports
statues.
autographs,
WANTED.

Baseball

memorabilia QUICK CASH. See Dr.
Lapin, Bus, Tower 763, or call 83/0191
STUDENT Dental Plan. Take core
of your mouth and save money, too.
Enroll now!! information at A.S.
011100.

1767 VW Fastback. Runs well. Best
offer/call 9914435 afternoons and
evenings.

NEED FURNITURE?
Call Curl Furniture Rental

FOR SALE: 1978 Pontiac Firebird.
AM/FM cassette, power windows,

cooperate in a work study program
Call Mrs. Green at 796-7395 or Mrs.

tilt wheel, 16,000 rn les. Like newt
15,395 or best offer. Ceti 144.97311.

Weoman at 763-9042.
COMPANIONS

at 297-6747 or leave message.

MINISTRY

AM/FM.

Rebuilt.

51,100

Be

to

disabled

For Sale
BEER MAKING - In Dist 3 weeks
you will be drinking import type
beer for half the price of Coors. We

Non
next to the Student Union
students are welcome Get ready for
the Barnyard Blast on Sept 27 For
more iniormation, call Sandy 11 379

will Insure your success! Kit 571.95,

4237, Shirlee at 9611 01143 or Dan at
9911.1097.

BMA 7411-6647.

Furnished

start.

Fresh

53_35 per hour to
Training provided. Flexible
hours Over 18 Also hiring Spanish
bilingual.
Call
the
Community

1

bdrm.,

paint,

new

0

restaurants and pubs of Germany
tor many a traveller can now be

WANTED: Student trumpet and
mental hygiene class notes. Also,
FREE KITTENS. Cali 153 IVO.

yours. Great for parties and pray
tical around the home. I for 52.43

WEDDING Photography in a Orson

(includes lax and shippong). Send
Cash or check to: German Imports,

range you can *Nord. 5100 and up.
For beautiful pictures call James at

190., P.O. Box 2394, Sunnyvale, CA
94017.

DIAL A SPIRITUAL THOUGHT
369.5575. Church of the Chimes.
Reformed Church of America 1447
Bryan Ave.. SJ 211.9205 Sun Set,
30 and 10:43. Sun school 0 10.

OFFICIAL Police Whistles, 53, NOT
. Be
A SOLUTION, JUST A
ing sold outside the SJSU bookstore
Relation

Peden,

Society of America.

Tape

of Civilization." Mint. cond.

popper

for

your

bridal shower or bachelorette party.
Call Rick at 2484344.
CAMPUS
Roman

CHRISTIAN

CENTER:

Catholic and Protestant
ministries offer religious

campus

34,

services, study groups, soc sa I events
and counseling. 100 S. 10th St., phone

be

798 .0204. Fr. Dan Derry, Sr

and

Is considering Bay

Joan

Panetta. Ms. Lynda DeManto. Rev
Firnhaber,
Rev
Peter

Norb

Typing
TYPING

20 years evperience

formats.

Accuracy,

deadlines

guaranteed.

All

neatness,
IBM

Set. II, Sc. SJ/Blossorn

Corr.

Hill area

Call Kathie al 5713216 from 9 a.m. In
9 p.m.
TYPING
Research.
IBM Self Correcting it

theses, etc.
Santa Clara

area Call Cynthia at 147.8433

PROFESSIONAL TYPING - Theses,
papers,
prolects.
etc.
IBM
Correcting II call Cynthia at 247
1433 (Santa Clara). or Mary at 965
2261 (Mt. View).

PROFESSIONAL work donet I can
type anything! Call Sylvia at 2973193.
UNIVERSITY PROFESSIONAL

Koopman

SERVICES
ballet in.

TYPING: One letter to large mall

for all ages and levels.
Personalized
and
detailed
in

lists, reports, itianuals or resumes.
Quality work al reasonable prices.
Call
THE
EXECUTIVE’S

Write to Richard Mandell, P.O. Box

School

COSMO, San Quentin, CA

.

struction

Derby Days are coming!
Are YOU ready/

struction

ol

Ballet Arts

in new

he, 1186 Lincoln

ASSISTANT at 2110 1148.

Ave Call 786 6118 or 998 2416.

The CHIO’s are.
TYPING: ACCURACY, NEATNESS
AND
DEADLINES
GUARAN-

I WOULD like to 11041 trustworthy
woman companion Is share my
apartment. I m a
I palsied

TEED.

Stereo

Services

man with a voice defect. Free rent.

Exp.

M m

,

reports.

dissertations. AltOromml By
SJSU Grad. Office, IBM Sol, II, Call

and

Janet at 277-9575.

Call 271-230$ after 5 P.m.
AUDI

full time income. Earn 5150 to $300

Good

HOUSE Inc rent: 4 bdrm., 2 ha., 2

LOOKING

car. Blossom Hill area. 5475/ino., or
5150/room/rno plus deposit. Call 234)727 days. or 997 1769 eves.

photog rrrrrr 1
Your
wedding
Eric Paulson
Photographs by
are expressions of love soft. elegant
and universally understood. For the

to stadium!

Call 744 8640 alter $ to
reserve items and/or require

lips.

THE

FOG

for

a

wedding

John

ISES HAS IT!

The widest selection of the highest
fidelity at the lowest prices. We are
starling out our filth year as SJSU’s
complete
consumer
electronics
buying service with 350 brands of

SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

HORN

RESTAURANT, 5th and Taylor. 214.
5492. Ask for Janet

ALL TYPING

Fast, professional,

accurate. SM. II. Theses and term
Reports,
specially.
papers
a
manuals. resumes, etc.
.dqe
Area
259 4003
E astr

TYPING

SAN JOSE, CA

TYPING: Theses, term papers, ek.
Experienced and last. Reasonable
. Call 369.0674,

TYPING Experienced SC’ll IOW
all, low cost, accurate, fast, high
qualify. Pam, 5471611, eves.
TYPING: IBM Selectric 11. 00 years
ience. Student papers:Theses,
legal,
technical
and
equations.
Reasonable rates. Call Marlene at
751.9932

Help Wanted

DONATE BLOOD PLASMA
HYLAND PLASMA CENTER
35 S ALMADEN AVE.
CALL 2944535 FOR
INFO OR APPOINTMENT

MODELS.
Photographer
needs
female models for outdoor work.
Pee paid. Send name. phone Muddier
available,
Pitcairn,

In

PART TIME

be

COLLEGE STUDENTS
evenings
and
Monday Friday
mornings
Telephone
Saturday
sates
money

Easy way to earn lull time
Most representatives earn

BACKPACKING: Sierra Club is
hosting
weekend backpack trip to
Yosemite on Sept. 27 and 75 For
info., attend our meeting on Seat 13
at 7 p.m. in the S.U. Costanoan

54 57 Per hour. Guaranteed salary
and bonus. For interview. call Mr.

Room. All are welcome

Russell’s Furniture. 20 to 30 hours
week, days, evenings and
Per

B urns M9147151.
WAREHOUSE

ASSISTANT.

tato

Throe

Four

Flee

Ironer

day

days

days

dare

days

day

lanes

$180

$3 50

$3 85

84 05

44 10

I 70

4 Mel

$ 3 50

$4 20

14 55

14 75

$4 90

genes

.1420

$400

8525

*9 45

85 60

REGISTER VOTERS: 00000. Good
hours. I
ive Program. OuttIppr
Weill Ca: r 404633.

and snapshot lit
return1 to Dave

Print Your Ad Here:
:Count approximately 30 bitters end spaces to, earn line:

Each
.tha
On.

$490

Ines

8560

85 95

$6 75

$630

1 70

Print name

170
,

Phonit

Address
City

will

_

Inclosed is $

_

For

tech additional line add

2184

870

$ 70

70

$ 70

070

Holiday Dr. CI., Morgan Hill, CA
95037, or call 1740050 Wed

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

Minimum Three Linea One Day
Semite ter Rem 1 NI 1050.11

STUDENT IMPLOIYMENT. Earn
Ham 5110 to 6750 par 23 hOur working

5 lines 130 00

10 knee $45 00

15 knee 880 00

week Hard working indoviduals will
earn morel Call Oa 0400

Check

Ctoorificarpon

277-3175

WAITRESS: Parlor full time. Will
wear k00000 as un dorm . Knowledge
of Japanese and Japanese toed

Announceinenty

Help Wanted

Personale

des’s-able but not required Apply in

Automotive

Housing

Services

eerSOn, eves., at Komatsu Japanese
Cuisine, 93$ Central Ave lot the
Factory Center). Campbell

For Sale

Lost end Found

Stereo

Deadline Two days prim to publication

,

Consecution publication dotes only
treyei

No.10.050,

Typina

I.

sneered ad

203-0759

2914 SEVENTH ST.

(Effective: Fall 1980)

Ideal tor couples: Sell new product
w 00000 at flea markets, lairs. No
investment/gimmicks,
Own

High
returned

next

intro, will be exchanged with same.

ROOM FOR RENT to a studious
in
Nice house
lemon
student
Milpitas. 5170 per month, including
utilities and phone. Call 3634230.

vimings.

1.

is

secure

WANTED

stationery
needs
Electric
typewriter with stand. books, dishes,
pots, table, lamps, etc Sun , 9/20, 1 $
pm 3065 Senter Rd . San Jose (close

Join us after the a p.m Sunday mass

_A

Inmate

released in 1981

area.

2174717.

Smart young college students who
van only work part-time. but need a

TYPIST
Papers

Will
anything.
type
Selectric II. Call Connie at 794-3647.

WAITRESSES, cocktail sea

at the Newman Center

Campus
Christian Center. Call 2914E/4 Inc
more details.

1105.

linancolly

cake

will

Area roots Serving short sentence
for insurance fraud
Picture and

to talk to people, have car and valid
drivers license. Call 287.8180.

work.

450.

HELP SELF
BY HELPING OTHERS

at

EXPERIENCED
quality

ENTERTAINMENT FOR WOMEN!
Male

white,

Wasik mg distance to
SJSU. Good student rental 449 S.
14th St. Call George 1 2614357 or

hOstelses. busboys) BusinessMan’S
bar and restaurant near school.

Serious Only. Call 217.11357.

WORKSHOP of Ira Progoll’s
tensive Journal Method
To

INMATE at San Quentin wishes to
meaningful
relationship
develop
with a politically liberal woman
whose lifestyle reflects the mood of

Good

GARAGE SALE’ Items needed tor
setting up apartment Some Class

K eyboard player bass auttaFftliand
drummer to start original band.
Style somewhat like James Taylor

NEW Christian Life Community
group forming! Discover the by and
opportunities in livrng your fifh

VMS.,

PART-TIME POSITIONS open now.
Phone
for poldical cam-

necessary, We train ... Call 046.0250
for i rrrrr tow.

SALE

handlcapped man with

the

host/loud money. 797-5864.

10.11

am

POI SALE, Super 3 Stem., 1 1/7 ba.
dimpled’, 1,700 square feet, partial
basement. Reduced 520,000 to sell

compact. Great for taping lectures
$40. Also Will Durants 10 rot "Story

IMAGINATIVE MUSICIANS
WANTED

Oct.

I WOULD like to find a woman
companton to share my apartment. I

pus. No pets. 295-7431.

04
Part-timre help. Sal SS hr.
and car allowance. Daytime hrs, to
III your class schedule. Must stable

2117-4355 AFTER

Don at 297 6747,

AEK.
Nicely

Two Bedroom apartment (turn or
unturn) $300-325. A no studio (turn or
unturn) 5270-744 All close to cam

A VERY good possibility to make
540,006 newer, a year on part time
basis with good opportunities. Call

BEST TYPIST
60N. MD., No. 523

etfectively

Cumberland St., San Francisco, CA

For an
interview, call Mr. Otto at 7944900.

per 33 hr week, eves, and Saturday.
not
ability
but
Sales
helpful.

FOR

IT MAKES SENSE

more

Send 5435 to Dynamtc Studying, 53

defect. Call 2901300 after Spot.

paign. Contact Scott at 727.1178.

MST PRICES

GX1C72312.
AKAI
tape cassette.
Triple head, some w
ty left.
Parc) 5400 must Sell for 0200, Call

quickly.

furnished. 14201 month plus deposit.
Near SJSU. Adults. Cali 217.7390.

0111 or 964.2259

recorder, Cl,

358-1092

conducted

Oa.

drapes.

EASYTYPE TYPING SERVICE.
Reports, theses, term papers. Fast
and accurate. Call 249 0113,

and Saturday, 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Ask
lor Re,,

APARTMENT FOR RENT

chtldren/adults

291-2308 alter 5 p.m.
COLORFUL COASTERS
Imported Irons Germany. What was
the
item
from
collectors
a

soar with
your
dynamic studying, an exciting new
approach to studying that shows you
to concentrate, organize material
remember

audio, video. tape and accessories.
For quotes, enlormatson, or sound
& Mom call 255 5550. Monday thru
Thursday, gam. to 5 p.m.. Friday

PEST MACHINE

r

WATCH

and

Personals

DRIVER/WAREHOUSEMAN. 54.50
per hour, 4 hours daily or 000000 1
days per week. Steady Heavy meat

NI SKI FANSI
Memberships are still evadable for
this year Stop by the Ski Club table

Public

Housing

boxes. Good driving record

Sundays at the Campus Christian
Center, 300 S. 10th Street,

the

LOST, 3 Journalism tets on 9/9 in
JC 224. It found, please call 050-1409
or contact Journalism Office,

Call 131-32111,

best

WORSHIP:

Protestant, 5 p m Sundays, Roman
em
Catholic.
t
Sundays
and
Episcopal. 0.30 p.m first and third

by

AND HAULING. Nave
large truck mailable for all sorts of
iobs. Call Roy at 298.6911.

given Sept. 79
in
San
Francisco. Transportation provided

Association for the Retarded at f156
FOR SALE: ’71 Audi TOOLS. AT, AC,
offer. Call 387-9780.

CAMPUS

MOYING

Boards

weekends. Excellent expertence for
will
business
ma tor .
We

9114-0433
4995 Stevens Creek Elvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95050

call John at 448-2381.

Lost and Found

any

’41 TOYOTA Coprona. In restorable
condition, lots of new parts. Runs
strong. 5650 Lash takes. Contact Don

or call 371 6811,

ASSISTANT,
Russell’s
Furniture, Santa Clara or San Jose
(First and Trimble). 70 to 30 hours
per
week, days,
evenings
and

finest award winning photography,
EARN
MONEY,
Free
teeth
cleaning and X-rays if you qualify
Patients needed for Dental Hygiene

Drn.

September 19 1980

Employers talk
on job market
A panel of speakers representing Pacific Telephone,
Xerox, Boy Scouts of America and an electronics firm will
talk to students about the job market in Santa Clara
County at 2 p.m. Tuesday. Sept. 23 in the S.U.Costanoan
Room.

a

The Santa Clara County job market session is being
offered by Career Planning and Placement at SJSU.
The panelists will discuss trends in the job market and
the areas of job expansion in the Bay Area, according to
Cheryl Allmen, associate director of Career Planning and
Placement.
A majority of people at SJSU want to stay in the Bay
Area and find jobs, Allmen said.
The session is offered in conjunction with Career
Exploration Days, to be held Sept. 23 and 24 in the S.U.
Ballroom.

v Sal Brombergef

Maynard Robinson

Programs left off
of SJSU budget
-continued from page!
The other programs that SJSU is not presently using
include the Organized Research Program, the Pubiic
Service Program, the Independent Operations Program
and the Reimbursements Program.
Robinson explained that these programs are used at
some CSUC system campuses because of demand, but are
not used at SJSU because there is no pressing need at this
time to finance these areas.
"This is not a bad structure we’re using," he said
concerning the fund distribution.
"It is very constraining, however, to have a formula
budget," he said. "It might be more desirable to give our
campus a lump sum.
"But if we were given a lump sum," he added, we
probably wouldn’t spend it any differently."
Final FTE student enrollment figures for SJSU will be
determined after Census Day, Sept. 26.

Easy Street

Frank Deale
INNIARINE!
[SMART MS.

Career Planning and Placement will also have a
program on job hunting techniques Sept. 23. It will include
a lecture and overview on how to plan an effective job
hunt at 11 a.m. in the S.U. Costanoan Room.
The programs are open to all interested stunts and
alumni. No sign-ups are necessary.

When you need some
notes at 3:00 a.m.,you find out
who your friends are.

Marching band
plans fund raiser
The SJSU marching band will hotd a -Iwl-a-thon Sept.
28 to raise money for its trip to the Rose Parade.
The band is about $10,000 short of what it needs for the
trip, but Assistant Band Director Scott Pierson hopes his
band members can raise the money in one afternoon of
bowling.
Members are now signing up sponsors, who agree to
pay a minimum of a penny a point for each point the band
member scores in three games of bowling.
The bowl-a-thon will be held on Sept. 28 from noon to 3
p.m. at the Futurama Bowl, 5140 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Everyone is welcome. High scoring bowlers who
would like to help the marching band are encouraged to
sign up for the bowl-a-thon in the band room. Music 151.

spartaguide
Royce Hall Productions will present a Beatles
nostalgia dance featuring
the group "Revolver" at
9:30 tonight. For information, call 277-3486.

SJSU Army ROTC
Team invites cadets or
anyone
interested in
joining the firing fireteam
to drop by the basement of
McQuarrie Hall between 8
a.m. and 4 p.m. For information, call Sgt. Major
The library staff offers Medra no at 277-2985.
daily tours of the facility at
10:30 a.m.. 1:30 and 2:30
p.m. Interested students
Student
California
should meet on the first Teacher Association will
floor of the library.
meet at 2:45 p.m. Monday
in Education 334. For information, call 264-5461
Employers will be
visiting the campus to
interview December 1980
Intercultural Steering
and May and summer 1981 Committee is accepting
graduates. Complete in- applications from groups
formation is available at who want to participate in
Career Planning and the semi-annual Food
Placement, Building Q, Bazaar. Pick up applicanext to the Business Tower. tions at the International
Center, 360 S. 11th St. For
information, call 277-3390.
Students interested in
taking a non-academic
course, "Behavior ModifiThe Women’s Centur is
cation to Change Eating sponsoring a "Women’s
Habits," can still register. Coffeehouse" at 8 tonight
For information, call 277- at Jonah’s Whale ( 10th and
2222.
streets).
San
Carlos
Pastries, tea, coffee and
entertainment will be part
Student Health Ser- of the festivities. Donation
vices is offering classes in is $1.
CPR ( cardiopulmonary resuscitation). For more
information, call Oscar
St. Paul’s Methodist
Rattle at 277-3622.
Church Young Adult Group
meets every Sunday for
volleyball at 4 p.m., a free
The Sierra Club is dinner at 5 p.m. and a 6
meeting at 7 p.m. Tuesday p.m. program. Come meet
at the S.U. Costanoan new frienus at 405 S. 10th
Room.
Newcomers St. For more information,
call Steve at 297-3425.
welcome.

You left the notes for
chapter 6 in the library. A sure
sign that tomorrow’s test will
be heavy with questions from
chapter 6. Someone you know
is about to get a phone call.
He’s not going to like it, but he’s
going to come through. When
this is over, do something
special for him. Tonight, let it
be Ltiwenbrau.

Lowenbrau. Here’s to good friends.

